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Path Solutions secures GoodAccredited
Standard for 2015
June 24, 2015 - Path Solutions is delighted to announce that it has yet again achieved the GoodAccreditation standard, following
a stringent evaluation of the quality of Path Solutions’ software system.
The accreditation was given by Goodacre UK, a leading specialist consultancy for the financial services industry. This accreditation demonstrates the excellence of service an IT firm provides to its clients and makes the company stand out from the competition.
Rosie Kmeid, Vice President Global Corporate Communications & Marketing at
Path Solutions commented, “We were one of the first twenty IT firms to
Service and System Suppliers Receive Accreditation

This year, a record number of applications have been received.
The first set of firms to receive the GoodAccredited Standard 2015 are:
Advent Software
Allfunds Bank
Allocare AG
Avaloq
Avox
Babel Systems
BITA Risk
Bravura
Broadridge Financial Solutions
Calastone
Clearstream Banking
Cofunds
Crealogix MBA
Dion Global Solutions
Equiniti
Euroclear
FactSet
IMVS

Interactive Investor
JHC
Klarity Risk
Misys
Morningstar
Multifonds
Mycellium
Objectway
Path Solutions
Profile Software
Proquote
Pulse Software
Safe Financials
Simcorp
SIX Financial
Torstone Technology
Wealth Dynamix
Web Financial Group

receive the GoodAccreditation back in 2011 - joining the ranks of the
elite, global software giants, and are delighted to have been awarded
this accreditation each year since. Winning the GoodAccreditation status is recognition of our software reliability and unique value proposition, and acknowledges the company’s innovation-driven initiatives
towards the development of the global financial services sector”.
“As in the previous four years, good feedback has been received from Path Solutions’ clients on the quality of software solutions and services offered”, said Goodacre UK Managing Director Stephen Pinner.
With over two decades of industry know-how, Path Solutions has grown to be
the world’s unbeatable core banking software provider for the Islamic financial
services industry. The company sharply focus on building quality and excellence
in its system development, delivery, deployment, training and support processes.

The Goodacre Systems in the City Awards (SITC) is the only independent accreditation process for system suppliers to the regulated financial services sector in UK.

Path Solutions hits double top at
The Asset Triple A Islamic Finance
Awards 2015
The only Kuwaiti IT firm to win a dual accolade at The Asset
Triple A Awards
June 11, 2015 - Path Solutions, the world’s leading provider of Islamic core
banking software solutions, is pleased to announce that it has received two
awards at The Asset Triple A Islamic Finance Awards 2015. The Asset Triple A
Awards are Asia’s defining recognition for excellence in the global financial
industry.
Path Solutions was honored in the category of ‘Best Technology Provider in
2015’ for the Islamic finance industry, for its successful strategy, its constant
innovation efforts and ongoing commitment to excellence.
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Path also received an additional accolade for its iSHRAQ suite in the category of
‘Best Islamic Banking Solution in 2015’.
Commenting on the recognition, Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO, Path
Solutions said:

“The Best Technology Provider’s award is a testament to the exceptional performance that Path Solutions has achieved across its business in
a promising niche of the global financial sector. While the award for ‘Best
Islamic Banking Solution in 2015’ is recognition of Path Solutions’ superior
Sharia-compliant software solutions. iSHRAQ is a ground-up, non-legacy,
advanced investment and financing management model, highly flexible and
responsive to the dynamic financial industry. Both recognitions reinforce our
dominant leadership position in the Islamic financial services marketplace”.
According to the Board of Editors at The Asset, “Path Solutions, as a leading software house, has become the provider of choice
for genuine Islamic banking solutions by major Islamic financial institutions globally. The iMAL solution has been described as
the benchmark in Islamic finance technologies, while the iSHRAQ solution addresses the needs of Islamic investment companies with its in-depth research, technical analysis and powerful trading tools”.
The Asset Triple A Islamic Finance Awards 2015 Gala Luncheon took place on Monday 8th June at the Diamond Ballroom of
Mandarin Oriental Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Other plaudits Path Solutions has won so far in 2015 include ‘The World’s Number One Best Selling Islamic Banking Software
Provider’ in IBS Islamic Sales League Table 2015 for a record sixth year.

About The Asset
The Asset, published by Asset Publishing and Research Ltd. in Hong Kong, is the leading finance publication for Asian corporates and global investors active in Asia, and is internationally recognized for providing analysis and insight into how the
region’s leading companies raise and manage their capital. It has a reputation for delivering authoritative unbiased coverage and independent research of Asia’s financial industry.
The Asset Triple A Awards’ process adopts a rigorous and transparent approach to the selection of best financial institutions and corporations in each category which have made significant contributions to the growth and further development
of the global financial sector during the coverage period. Nominees undergo a thorough process of application, document
preparation as well as interviews and assessment by The Asset’s Board of Editors who have more than three decades’ experience in evaluating best practices in Asia.
The Asset Triple A Awards for Islamic Finance are deemed as the industry’s most prestigious in what has become one of
the fastest growing and most promising niches in global finance.
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About Path Solutions
Founded in 1992, Kuwait-based Path Solutions is a global Islamic banking software specialist for the Retail, Commercial,
Corporate, Investment, and Islamic Microfinance sectors. Path Solutions’ Sharia-compliant banking software solutions
provides advanced technology and rich functionality, incorporating best practice processes that leverage the company’s
experience in over 100 successful implementations around the globe.
Path Solutions’ Islamic banking clients are proven to be more profitable than their industry peers: Data from Islamic
Finance news on Islamic banking in Oman and the financial performance of Islamic banking entities (dated April 22,
2015) shows that financing assets of Oman Islamic banking entities crossed the US$2.59 billion by December 2014 as
compared to US$1.12 billion in December 2013, showing an increase of 135% in a year. Almost 69% of the total financing assets are from three leading market players; Meethaq - the Islamic banking window of Bank Muscat; Al Hilal - the
Islamic banking window of Ahli Bank; and Bank Nizwa - the first fully-fledged Islamic bank in Oman. Path
Solutions plays a significant role in this positive trend as all three Omani clients rely upon the company’s iMAL Islamic core banking system for their daily operations.
While Bank Sohar, most youthful and dynamic Islamic banking institution in the Sultanate has been
recognized for the second consecutive year as one of the best ‘Straight Through Processing’ (STP)
banks in Oman in 2015 by Standard Chartered Bank. This STP recognition reflects the efficacy of the
bank’s operations resulting in major efficiency gains and improved customer experience, and highlights
the exceptional 99 per cent modification-free rate it consistently maintained throughout the high volume of Great
Britain Pounds (GBP) remittances processed during 2014. Bank Sohar, which inked in 2012 a strategic partnership
agreement with Path Solutions for the deployment of iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System, became a major
participant in the local market for Sharia-compliant Islamic securities, treasury and investment products.

Path Solutions celebrates achievements at
the 2015 London Sukuk Summit Awards
Wins the industry’s top honour for excellence
June 8, 2015 - Path Solutions, the global provider of Islamic core banking systems,
was honoured with an ‘Award of Excellence for Best Islamic IT Solutions Provider’
at the recently held London Sukuk Summit 2015 Awards.
The award follows IBS announcement last month in which Path Solutions was
named the ‘World’s Number One Best Selling Islamic Banking Software Provider’
for the sixth year in a row.
Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions commented,

“We are very proud and pleased to receive the ‘Best Islamic IT Solutions Provider’ award. It’s truly been a team effort to develop
Path Solutions over the past 23 years as the industry’s most
innovative Islamic banking technology provider, and to
assume a leadership role in the Islamic financial services marketplace, and this is just the tip of the
iceberg. We will continue to provide best-in-class
Sharia-compliant software solutions in order to
meet the evolving needs of our growing client
base”.
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Coupled with high parameterization capabilities, Path Solutions’ iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System supports various
Islamic instruments such as Murabaha, Musharaka, Mudaraba, Tawarruq, Istisnaa, Ijara and others. The system allows for rapid
roll out of Sharia-compliant products while also addressing risk management and compliance under Sharia law across various
geographies.
The 9th Annual London Sukuk Summit took place on 3 & 4 June at the Jumeirah Carlton in London, UK. The London Sukuk Summit prides itself on being industry led and industry focused and over the years, the summit has established itself as the foremost
gathering based on its ability to bring together the leading industry experts and institutions to explore key issues impacting
the sector and its future development. On the evening of the first day of the summit, ICG-Events held the 2015 Sukuk Summit
Awards Dinner Ceremony. The awards celebrate excellence and outstanding contributions to Islamic finance and in so doing
honour the high-performance organisations over a twelve month period.

Path Solutions wins prestigious ACQ5 Awards
for second consecutive year
Continues to roll in recognition, honors and accolades
June 3, 2015 - Path Solutions has again been honored with the ACQ5 Award as
‘International Core Banking System Provider of the Year – Islamic Finance’. This
is the second consecutive year that Path has received this prestigious award. In
addition, Path Solutions’ iSHRAQ*Microfinance was selected ‘Sharia-Compliant
Microfinance Solution of the Year’. iSHRAQ*Microfinance’s unique combination
of ease of use, powerful functionality and exceptional value for money makes it
the best choice on the market today for microfinance institutions.
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The ACQ5 Global Awards recognize industry leaders, eminent individuals, exemplary teams and distinguished businesses which
represent the benchmark of achievement and best practice in their fields.
The ACQ5 Global Awards for 2015 achieved another record breaking number of votes. The total number of nominations received stood at an amazing 32,966 representing a 27.7% response rate, the highest ever, with Path Solutions receiving the highest volume of nominations for its respective category.
“We are proud to be the only Islamic IT company recognized with the industry’s highest honors, but it’s an entirely different
matter to receive recognition from readers and industry practitioners who have carefully viewed our practice over the years in
terms of overall quality of solutions and service”, commented Osama Touny, Senior Vice President - iSHRAQ products at Path
Solutions.

“We’re ahead of the curve when it comes to Sharia-compliant technologies for the Islamic financial services industry. We are thrilled to be the recipient of the 2015 ACQ5 Awards in two different categories, and it is a true honor and a testament to Path Solutions’ vision of leading the
future of Islamic banking technologies. It’s an exciting and challenging journey that our entire
organization is taking together”, he said.
The full list of category winners will appear in the soon-to-be-released special commemorative digital supplement of ACQ5.

About ACQ5 Global Awards
Since inception, the ACQ5 Global Awards have been celebrating achievement, innovation and brilliance in their annual awards. The company boasts a legitimately independent nomination process, most importantly, all award winners, are chosen by the industry itself.
Guided by the poll’s results, those organisations and individuals that have had the greatest impact on the industry
during 2014 are duly honoured. In judging these awards, ACQ5 panel of judges studies the nominations made by
their voters and recognizes that all of those nominated are leaders in their fields and that the exceptional performance of some deserves recognition.
The poll is not only designed to reflect actual performance in a particular area of expertise, rather it reflects direct
market share based on a number of criteria.
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National Bank implements iMAL
Islamic core banking system
May 25, 2015 - Path Solutions, the global Islamic banking software group announced that Kenya-based National Bank successfully went live on April 27th 2015 with iMAL Islamic core banking system for its Islamic window named National Amanah.

The iMAL implementation was the smoothest in the history of National Bank which considered the project duration a record-breaker in comparison to previous core banking system
implementations.
National Bank went live with the Branch Automation module, the Retail and Corporate Islamic Financing applications, the Islamic Profit Calculation, the Electronic Check Clearing system with interfaces to ATM/POS.
Announcing this, Mr. Musa A. Adan, Director Islamic Banking at National Bank said, “Over the past few years, we have been
gearing up to drive an alternative form of banking that is based on the principles of Sharia. Thus, we had no choice but to take
advantage of new-age Sharia-compliant technologies which would help in launching new Islamic banking products and services
with reduced time-to-market and costs. Having made this decision, we are confident that the knowledge Path Solutions has
gained through numerous successful projects not only in this region but across the globe, will help us achieve our ambitious
growth plans”.
According to Jacob Zachariah Karuvelil, Executive Vice President - Global Professional Services & Global Support at Path Solutions, “Africa is a very strategic market for us, and over the past two years Path Solutions’ iMAL has emerged as the preferred
solution for forward-looking Islamic banks and Islamic subsidiaries across the region. I am confident that National Bank will be
able to leverage the benefits of iMAL solution, launch innovative Islamic banking products and services quickly and gain business agility in its banking operations. We are optimistic that our partnership will go a long way to give National Bank derived
substantial business benefits”. Jacob also thanked both partners’ project teams and management for their tireless efforts and
dedication throughout the project implementation.
Path Solutions’ continued investment in innovation underscores its long-term promise and sharp focus on bringing effective
Islamic banking software solutions to financial institutions worldwide.

Today, more than 100 Islamic financial institutions use iMAL as their preferred technology
solution in accordance with the Sharia. iMAL is well calibrated to clients’ needs in terms of
Sharia compliance and transparency, and provides a very strong base for future growth.
iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System is undoubtedly a flagship solution having topped the IBS Islamic
Sales League Table for an impressive six years running.

About National Bank
National Bank is a fully fledged commercial bank listed on the Nairobi Securities Exchange and established in 1968 to provide Kenyans access to finance. It has since grown to be one of the largest commercial banks in the country, with a growing
network of 75 branch outlets across the country, 123 ATMs and electronic channels of Mobile and Internet Banking.
National Bank participates in Corporate Banking, Business Banking, Retail Banking, Premium Banking, Bancassurance and
Islamic Banking with an extensive portfolio of products and financial solutions tailored for the requirements of a broad
spectrum of customer segments it serves.
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Path Solutions retains top position as
‘Number One Best Selling Islamic Banking
Software Provider Worldwide’ in
IBS Annual Sales League Table 2015
May 12, 2015 - Path Solutions, the global Islamic banking software group, is pleased to announce that it has topped the IBS
Islamic Sales League Table 2015 comprised of top technology providers to the Islamic financial services industry.

Path retained its title of world’s Number One Best Selling Islamic Banking Software Provider
for an impressive six years running.
“We’re unbelievably proud to earn this ranking for the sixth year”, said Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of Path
Solutions. “This recognition has great significance to us as it is based on the number of clients who are using and benefiting
from our Sharia-compliant banking solutions and services. Our objective is to deliver significant added-value to our clients by
providing first-class Islamic banking systems supported by an unmatched client service at all levels.

To retain the top position in IBS Islamic Sales League Table demonstrates that we are
meeting these objectives and we intend to build on this success and maintain our
position as Islamic banking software provider of choice to an ever expanding client base across the globe”.
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With over 100 Islamic financial institutions across 34 different countries in four continents, and the highest number of new
name wins in each of the past six years, Path Solutions’ user list is a showcase of leading Islamic banks using the company’s
iMAL Enterprise Islamic Banking & Investment System to process Sharia-compliant banking transactions every day. iMAL is architected from the ground up around the Sharia guidelines and was designed to help clients adhere to Islamic law as well as to
local regulations by embracing business change independently, while maximising efficiency and minimising costs.
Path Solutions’ continued investment in innovation underscores its long-term promise and sharp focus on bringing
effective Islamic banking software solutions to financial institutions to maintain that amazing track record.
The IBS Annual Sales League Table is universally acknowledged as the barometer for international core banking software market activity across the globe. The table is compiled
each year from submissions of new name wins from each IT supplier, with the
results for Islamic deals collated in IBS Islamic Sales League Table.

“We’re unbelievably
proud to earn this ranking
for the sixth year”
Mohammed Kateeb
Group Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions

“To retain the top position in IBS Islamic
Sales League Table demonstrates that we
are meeting these objectives and we intend to build on this success and maintain
our position as Islamic banking software
provider of choice to an ever expanding
client base across the globe”
Mohammed Kateeb
Group Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions
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Meeting Path Solutions at ABTEC 2015
June 12, 2015 - Path Solutions, the world’s leading provider of Islamic core banking systems concluded its participation in the Middle East’s premier FinTech
event, ABTEC 2015, which took place on June 9 & 10 at Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre, UAE.
Backed by the government of Abu Dhabi, ABTEC featured industry-leading conferences, a tightly focused trade exhibition, and provided the definitive platform
for financial technology leaders to network with peers, share insights and explore latest innovations. More than 500 financial institutions from 20 countries
attended to discuss the top technology concerns of the US$ 13 billion per annum regional financial
technology market.
As evidence of its commitment to Islamic finance, and highlighting the importance of technology as a springboard for growth, Path Solutions joined ABTEC
as Partner where it showcased its cutting-edge Sharia-compliant technologies to
meet increasingly complex market requirements.

Path Solutions led support to London Sukuk Summit 2015
June 5, 2015 - In its ninth year, the 2015 London Sukuk Summit attracted a large number of participants and eminent speakers
from Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Organized by ICG-Events, the two-day summit was held at Jumeirah Carlton Tower in
Knightsbridge, London on the 3rd & 4th of June.
The summit is the largest annual gathering in UK for top-level regulators, decision makers and Sukuk practitioners from the Islamic finance industry. Experts believe that global Sukuk issuance may reach US$ 145 billion in 2015, as the demand for Sukuk
significantly outweighs the supply, given growing investor appetite for more diverse investment opportunities.
Path Solutions, which successfully showcased its feature-rich iSHRAQ*Sukuk Management solution catering to the fast growing market of Sukuk, was the Islamic Technology Partner of this prestigious summit. While Mohammed Kateeb, the company’s
Group Chairman & CEO had the opportunity to participate in a panel session on the ‘The Role of IT in Facilitating Innovation’
which proved to be an important contribution for moving the industry forward.
Moreover, the London Sukuk Summit had included the ‘2015 Islamic
Finance Awards of Excellence’ which recognize and honor a number
of Islamic financial institutions for their innovative contributions and
achievements in Islamic finance. For third year, Path Solutions received a
timely recognition for ‘Best Islamic IT Solutions Provider in 2015’.
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Path Solutions is the Executive Partner of IFN Asia Forum 2015
May 26, 2015 - Path Solutions, the World’s Number One Best Selling Islamic Banking Software Provider in 2015 is pleased to
announce that it has successfully concluded its participation in the 10th edition of IFN Asia Forum 2015, which was held on the
25th & 26th of May at KL Convention Center in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
IFN Asia Forum, known throughout the industry as the premier Islamic
finance event in the region, provided an interactive platform for discussion on the latest issues affecting mature and new Islamic financial
markets in the Asian continent. Malaysia has always been the hub for this
big gathering, bringing the most influential market players from Indonesia, Hong Kong, Japan, Pakistan, Brunei, Philippines, Maldives and Sri Lanka
among others.
Convened under the theme “Islamic Finance in Asia: Sustainability, Innovation
and Performance”, Path Solutions joined the forum as Executive Partner, where
it showcased its latest Sharia-compliant technology innovations to over 600 highprofile participants from 32 countries.

Path Solutions celebrates the launch of its
new technology platform
April 24, 2015 - Path Solutions, the global leader in Islamic financial software
solutions celebrated the launch of its new technology platform - iMAL 14, built
using Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) technology with significant functional
and technical enhancements to help accelerate time-to-market and reduce
maintenance costs.
“Our technology today is more powerful than ever, and this gives our clients a choice in performance to best meet the challenges of their environment. The new technology platform promises a considerable number of conveniences, new features and
changes compared to the older one. This achievement represents a great leap forward for Path Solutions and users will first be
impressed with the ease of upgrading from the older platform to the newer one, making them completely apprised of the rapid
process”, said Mohammed Kateeb, the company’s Group Chairman & CEO.
It’s certainly been very busy lately for Path Solutions, but it’s been a fantastic
ride for the team who couldn’t be more excited about the final outcome.
iMAL Enterprise Islamic Banking & Investment System is a perfect fit for
forward-thinking Islamic banks willing to take advantage of the flexibility, reliability, scalability and portability that this new technology offers.
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INTERNAL TRAININGS
iMAL*FTR Training
The Corporate Academy offered an iMAL*FTR & iMAL*Reporter training programs given by Ali Jaffal, Senior Technical Consultant, Professional Services on March 6, 10, & 11 2015 for Beirut office employees, broadcasted as well over WebEx for Pakistan
office employees.
The objectives of the training programs are to show attendees how to create and parameterize Central Bank reports in iMAL*FTR
and in iMAL*Reporter, in addition to step-based workflow across all screens.
The training programs focused on the below topics:
1. Doing the Control Record parameterization
2. Difference between FTR & FCR reports
3. Creating a report template header based on report header design
4. Creating a report template by adding the appropriate parameters based on report design and business requirements
5. Adding new filter criteria
6. Mapping a report to excel
7. Explaining the column template and creating one based on FCR report requirements
8. Creating FCR report
9. Explaining how to create, modify, and audit a snapshot
10. Explaining the reports mismatch.

Business Overview – Core Modules
To complement the iMAL training sessions, the Corporate Academy offered a two-day overview of Core modules covering the
business parts of the accounting concept. This session was led by Chafic Hleyhel, Business Consultant II in Lebanon R&D centre
on March 12 & 13, 2015 and the same training was given again on March 17 & 18, 2015 online via WebEx to other company
branches.
The objectives of this training are to introduce and explain basic accounting principles and concepts for attendees who are
working on Core modules as technical developers.
The training covered the following areas:
1. Chart of accounts and flexibility based on company size
2. Debit / credit and impact on accounting entries
3. Major accounting components of a balance sheet and different impacts
of movements
4. Income statement and impact on retained earnings
5. Source of operating and managing a company’s cash flow
6. Depreciation (salvage value / useful life) and accelerated depreciation
depending on asset type
7. Importance of a bank reconciliation in an organization and defining
payment authority
8. Budgeting as organizational roadmap strategies and assumptions
9. Position and control, liquidation process, position liquidation (behaviour at the end of year).
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Multiple scenarios with accounting entries were elaborated for a
better understanding and an overall review.
At the end of the training an exam was conducted for all attendees
to evaluate their comprehension of the covered topics.

General Overview of Assets Tables and Assets Migration Tool Sheets
In order to enhance the technical knowledge of PE and PS departments, the Corporate Academy offered a technical training to cover iMAL*Assets Data Model introducing the main Assets tables and their dependence with main iMAL tables. This
training was given by Hanna Khoury, Associate Manager in Product Engineering - Investment team on Friday April 17, 2015.
The areas covered in this training course were:
• iMAL*Assets Data Model: Explaining the structure of the main parametric and transactional tables and the nature of data
for each table showing a relation of each table with the user interface entity, and giving a business definition of main screens
in the module
• iMAL*Assets Data Model and its relation and dependence with overall iMAL Data Model
• iMAL*Assets Migration Tool and the relevant sheets and documents to be filled in order to fulfill a data migration for
iMAL*Assets tables.

New Internet Banking Release
Path Solutions launched its new Internet Banking 13.5 Release that consists of two interfaces 2Retail Portal and 2Corporate
Portal in addition to Administrator Back Office with new features.
Path Solutions’ Corporate Academy offered a training session for all employees in the different offices to make sure they are
kept aware of the latest application features. This training was provided by Mohamad Berjawi from QA team, from April 8 till
April 16, 2015.
As to the content of this course, it mainly focused on:
• New responsive design
• New and existing features at the level of Administrator Back Office
• New and existing business features at the level of 2Retail / 2Corporate Portal
The course main objectives were:
• To explain the new features of the new release
• To communicate the business sides of these new features.

Building Winning Teams
The most effective workplace teams are those who have an effective leader, highly motivated and interdependent members with common mission and
objectives.
Path Solutions is all about people, and to ensure
that this is embedded in our culture, the Corporate Academy offered the ‘Building Winning Teams’
mini-seminar. The objectives of this seminar are to
assist those who participate in teams to
gain a better understanding of how successful teams could operate, so that
their teamwork is improved and their
teams are more harmonious and effective.
This seminar was given by Joseph
Moghabghab, VP Corporate Academy on Friday March 13, 2015 for employees in Lebanon R&D centre, and
on Thursday March 19, 2015 and May 21, 2015 for India, Kuwait, Bahrain, Malaysia & Sudan offices.
The training focused on:
• How are we going to work together (group exercise)
• How do we picture ourselves (group exercise)
• Team skills
• The “We” culture
• Successful teams.
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CLIENT TRAININGS
Arab Gambian Islamic Bank
A series of training sessions were provided to the personnel of Arab Gambian Islamic Bank during March & April 2015. Some
were held in AGIB head office with more than 10 attendees from each department (Credit, IT, Risk, Audit, Finance, Forex and
Branch).
March 19 & 20, 2015
The first part was provided by Elie Costa, Assistant Project Manager
- Professional Services at Path Solutions. The modules covered during those two days were iMAL*SADS, iMAL*RDS, iMAL*SWIFT &
iMAL*CDG. The session included an overview of iMAL*SADS’s functionalities like creating company and branches, defining users and assigning the access privileges.
In addition, an overview was done on iMAL*RDS module which included the following: How to manage reports/advices, create a new
report/advice, and upload an existing one and viewing reports.
March 24 - 27, 2015
The second part was provided by David Gebara, Associate Principle Consultant - Professional Services at Path Solutions. The
training covered the below modules:
Customer Service Management (iMAL*CSM): An overview of the module (CIF, Accounts, Transactions, Chequebooks, Cards,
Lost & Found, Blacklist, etc.) and its related parameters in iMAL*CSM Admin module.
Profit Calculation System (iMAL*PCS): Pool, Account Types, Processing, Reports, Break of Deposit, etc.
Trade Finance (iMAL*TFA): Inward & Outward Letters of Credit, different types of Letters of Guarantees, Inward & Outward Bills
for Collection, Documents, Charges, etc.
Batch Processing (iMAL*PROC): Fiscal Year Management, Processes, End of Day Process, End of Month Process, End of Year
Process, etc.
FATCA (iMAL*ITR): Identification of clients having US indicia, maintaining client information, reporting to IRS, etc.
Internet Banking (iMAL*Connect): Retail & Corporate portals and their related parameters in iMAL*Connect Admin module
(User Management, Business Management, Security Management, etc.).
April 13 - 17, 2015
The third part of this training was provided by Mahmoud Abboud, Senior Business Consultant - Professional Services at Path Solutions. The session covered iMAL*IIS, iMAL*FMS, iMAL*FAS, iMAL*Accounting, iMAL*Sukuk and iMAL*Provision modules.
The objective of this training is to give an overview of the above mentioned applications from business and systems perspectives, to help users gain a better understanding of iMAL and the Islamic products.

Bank Of Khartoum
BOK representatives visited Path Solutions’ premises for an in-house training. The training sessions were meant to provide them
with an exposure to BI as a concept, now trending technology; how to use self-service BI and create reports that allow BOK’s
heads of departments keep a clear view on their businesses.
Using iMAL*BI, BOK are now able to create dimensions and facts in their data warehouse, create an ETL solution, and browse
cubes using Excel reports, while having the power to monitor operational risk and efforts to manage it.
The training also covered the MIS model dashboards, the Basel II Risk Management reports, and a presentation on the Reporting application. This training was delivered by Product Management and Product Engineering teams from April 14 till April 21,
2015.
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Advanced Investment & Financing Management Model

CLIENT INTERVIEW
Mr. Musa A. Adan
Director Islamic Banking
National Bank - National Amanah, Kenya
National Bank started operations in Kenya in 1968. It is one of the largest banks in the country with an ownership structure split between the National Social Security Fund (NSSF) 48.06%, the general public 29.44% and Kenya government 22.5%.
The bank participates in Corporate Banking, Business Banking, Retail Banking, Premium Banking, Bancassurance
and Islamic Banking with a diverse portfolio of financial services.
On April 27th 2015, National Bank successfully went live with Path Solutions’ iMAL Islamic core banking system
for its Islamic window named National Amanah.
Why did National Bank decide to implement a new system?
We decided to implement a new system
back in April 2013, when we thought of
launching our National Amanah window
due to an increasing demand for Islamic
banking products in Kenya. By implementing a new system, we wanted to ensure
that all products offered via our National
Amanah window are truly based on the
principles of Sharia which will allow us to
expand our branch network. Without this
new system, all our customers’ previous
booking Islamic-based lending products
were not automated and we were not giving profit to deposits as well, hence we
needed a system to manage this particular
portfolio.
How was the IT system selected?
Following a market survey we’ve done on
the best Islamic banking systems available
in Kenya, we came to know about some
recent implementations of Path Solutions’
iMAL in the country, a system developed
from the ground up to cater for Islamic
banking requirements. On top of this, several people in our new Islamic banking
window with previous exposure to iMAL
at these banks also strongly recommended the system.
What companies/systems did you look at?
We examined the system that was running
at First Community Bank (FCB) and Gulf
African Bank (GAB), which is iMAL. We
received very good feedback from both
banks and decided to take on iMAL.
What were the main criteria for selection?
We were looking for a system that encompasses an Islamic Profit Calculation and
distribution module along with an Islamic
Lending solution. Our Credit team was
facing a nightmare handling accruals, loan
settlements and others.
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Why was iMAL chosen?
iMAL was chosen for its superior handling of Islamic Lending, the
fact that it is according to AAOIFI guidelines and the system being
developed from the ground up to cater for Islamic banking requirements. We also selected iMAL due to its capability of interfacing
with other systems via ISO standards.
How long did the selection process last, and when was the contract
signed?
As mentioned earlier, we did not go through a major selection process. After testing iMAL at two other banks, we talked to Path Solutions’ Management directly and the contract was signed on 22nd
March, 2013.
What stage is the project at now?
During the implementation our National Amanah network grew.
We went live with iMAL on 27th April, 2015 with 7 branches. The
implementation and cutover were very smooth, really excellent
and very well managed by Path Solutions’ onsite team.
When did the project implementation begin?
The project implementation began in September 2013. However,
during the implementation we realized the potential of iMAL system, and we found out that this system can cater for our other
IT needs. Following our original scoping and our ever expanding
portfolio, we noticed some possible operational issues and risks,
some of which were highlighted by Path Solutions’ project team
that the bank might face in running a conventional core banking
system in parallel with iMAL Islamic core banking system.
The onsite implementation team assisted us in revisiting the preliminary implementation plan and we added some new interfaces
and modules to iMAL to cover additional areas.
iMAL implementation duration was for 10 months. This included
new interfaces and modules that National Bank acquired due to
scoping being revisited. The project activities went smooth. At
a later stage, we faced few problems with a third party vendor
which was interfacing with iMAL, that led to a major delay and
the go live was shifted to April 2015.
What stages did the project consist of?
All stages were concluded by Path Solutions’ project
team using a fast track implementation approach. They
started with training, then software build system covering parameterization, data migration and interfaces development, user acceptance testing and go live.

Was there a lot of customization of the system?
No, we only asked for one customization which was related to a new centralized process adopted by the bank called ‘Quick Account Opening’. This allows our customers
to be able to deposit their money immediately when they open an account. Further
inquiries that take time for updating the system with details are done at a later stage
by our specific centralized department.
What functionality did the system cover?
The system covers every aspect of the Branch Banking operations for all 7 National
Amanah branches and our Islamic Lending portfolio. We have also acquired the Profit
Calculation System which we are going to use to start calculating profit for fixed deposits.
What technology did iMAL replace?
At present National Amanah has fully converted its portfolio for
Branch Banking and Lending from BFUB (BankFusion Universal
Banking) system of Misys to iMAL. Since the bank’s conventional
core banking system is BFUB, both technologies will be used in
parallel.
What other systems/applications is iMAL interfaced to?
iMAL is interfaced to the Electronic Clearing System (ECS), and it is
in the process of being interfaced with our Agency Banking, Mobile
Banking and Internet Banking platforms.
Did you expect challenges with the transition (e.g. data migration)?
The biggest challenge we currently face is to keep on handling two
different core banking systems in parallel, since for now we are going to use iMAL for 7 branches only.
Data migration and system interfaces were also challenging, but
we overcame those challenges with the support of Path Solutions’
project team.
How was the go live? A ‘big bang’ or phased?
We adopted the ‘big bang’ approach. The cutover strategy was
prepared in detail by Path Solutions’ project team and every step
of the cutover was planned and executed smoothly.
Did you have any third parties (consultants, integrators) helping
you with the implementation?
No, we relied on Path Solutions’ Professional Services (project
management and implementation) along with our internal Project Management team. We are very happy with the way Path
Solutions managed this project for us.

Does Path Solutions have an onsite team?
Yes, Path Solutions’ project team was
present onsite, at our premises, during
the entire implementation process. They
helped us manage the whole implementation and guided us through the implementation, migration and cutover activities.
They were very professional and directed
us to identify risks, possible problems and
issues that the bank can face, and helped
us make the right decision by using iMAL
for our Islamic window to provide superior services to our customers.
On the other hand, Path Solutions’ Support team provides support remotely
from Path Solutions’ different offices.
What advantages will the new technology
bring to National Amanah?
The Islamic Invest module is especially
appreciated because it will allow us to
offer Sharia-compliant Islamic financing
products. This is followed by the Profit
Calculation System that the bank has implemented, whereby we can now share
profit according to the Sharia principles.
These two should give us great advantage
in managing and expanding our Islamicbased banking services.
Anything else you’d like to add?
The consultants of Path Solutions were
excellent team members, and they knew
their jobs and roles pretty well. They
spared no effort in putting in extra hours
throughout the implementation process
to achieve the results we wanted.
Path Solutions kept their promises to the
letter as per the scope and agreement we
signed with them.
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Solutions to SMEs challenges from
an Islamic finance perspective
By Mr. Numair Cassim

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have a significant role in employment creation and national productivity especially in the case
of developing countries. In this article the author highlights the constraints faced by SMEs especially in developing countries to actively contribute towards national development and discusses solutions which the Islamic finance industry could offer to overcome
such constraints.
The reasons why SMEs play a crucial role in the economies of developing countries can be summarized as follows:
• SMEs are employers of a significant proportion of the labor force within developing economies
• SMEs are an essential part of the rural economy as they are widely dispersed in rural areas
• SMEs present entrepreneurs enormous opportunities to develop their entrepreneurial and business skills.
However, in order to grow and contribute more significantly to the economy, SMEs face certain restrictions. One of the main restrictions faced by SMEs is the lack of finance. Islamic financing products could
help solve this problem through product structures such as Murabaha and diminishing Musharaka;
these product structures allow Islamic banks to lend either on a short-term or long-term basis depending on the requirements of the SME customer and in turn enable SMEs to support economic growth
within the country. Islamic banking also has the potential of involving banks more directly with the SME
sector via requiring them to abide by prudential rules, adopting more rigorous ethical values and practicing socially responsible lending.

The challenges
The SME segment is strategically important to most Islamic banks which believe
that if it is managed well, the segment can
be extremely rewarding. Despite the huge
opportunity that is available, Islamic banks
especially in developing countries have not
reached their full potential in terms of SME
financing. Problems which confine access
of SMEs to Islamic finance are unique to
each country, but there are several com-
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mon factors as follows that underscore
such problems:
• Although Islamic banks now offer SMEs
suites, in most cases their customer service procedures are quite cumbersome
and not aligned towards SME banking.
Such inefficiencies could escalate the
transaction costs thus having a negative impact on the margins which the
bank operates and may also hamper the
attractiveness of the Islamic financebased SME solutions

• In general, SMEs have relatively smaller requirements that entail low revenue and high administrative costs for banks, thereby
affecting their profitability. The operating costs-to-amounts advanced ratios of small businesses are high, which makes the task of
creating a viable and profitable business model for the SME sector a challenging one for banks
• Generally, most banks are reluctant to extend credit to SMEs, largely due to the non-availability of authentic financial statements,
business plans, project feasibility studies and tax records
• There is a dearth of skilled professionals who are well-versed in Sharia-compliant product structures. Although this problem exists
in several areas, it is more acute in rural areas
• Certain Islamic finance institutions do not possess the skills or methodologies to evaluate SMEs. As such, they measure SMEs with the same criteria
applied to corporates
• Several SMEs lack sound executive competencies to manage businesses
effectively. This leads to an inefficient operating structure and weak financial reporting
• Lack of customer awareness about the SMEs related financing options provided by Islamic banks, which creates a perceived supply-side inadequacy
• Lack of quality sectorial data on SMEs in developing countries makes it
difficult for banks to assess credit risks involved in lending to such sectors
• Non-performing advances (NPA) ratios of SMEs are high compared
to better managed corporates, thereby prompting financial institutions to reassess their SMEs advances portfolio and divert funds
to other safer options. Efforts to spot indications of impairment
early and directly engage with borrowers to mitigate losses are
also insufficient
• Adverse economic conditions in developing countries and
unfavorable domestic business environments including effects of natural calamities have affected the willingness of
banks to lend to SMEs
• Most potential SMEs customers are widely dispersed,
but smaller Islamic banks do not have adequate physical
presence to serve such widely dispersed clientele
• Despite a sound regulatory process in certain developing countries, the recovery processes are cumbersome and in some instances legal procedures take
years to resolve a case.
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The solutions
The existence or non-existence of the factors previously identified can play an important role in influencing the path of the SME
market. Islamic banks with the necessary assistance from the regulators in their respective countries will have to effectively balance
these factors, if the Islamic SME banking sector is to reach its full potential, and in doing so serve the segments of the SME sector
that are not currently serviced by Islamic banks.
Some of the measures which can be undertaken by Islamic banks to address the problems previously identified are as follows:
• Start-up and growing Islamic banks would need to implement a long-term strategy to implement and sustain a roadmap for SME
banking; this initiative could be time-consuming, resource-intensive and may require a collective organization-wide effort. There is
no “one size fits all” solution that can be applied, as the business environment and operational characteristics of each bank are dissimilar. Banks would have to conduct a systematic self-evaluation, prioritize the steps that need to be implemented, create a road
map, define goals and formulate an implementation plan
• A dedicated Islamic SME banking strategy and business model is crucial: Banks would need to adopt specific market segmentation
methodologies to be able to better understand the market dynamics, identify business opportunities, build appropriate solutions
and set up the necessary operating models
• Islamic banks in developing countries could also lobby the governments to create a more conducive environment for Islamic SME
lending. However this obviously depends on the priority the respective government assigns to promote Islamic banking within the
country. Where such priority has already been assigned, measures which governments could undertake to promote the SME sector
through Islamic finance would include:
- Acting as a strategic partner for Islamic banks to spot the prospective SMEs. As SMEs are widely dispersed, the government,
particularly the local government, can help the banks to identify the location of SMEs
- To survive in an SME market, the banks which serve them must reduce their operational costs. If governments can provide
reliable databases on SMEs, it will help the banks to reduce their operational costs. The problem presents an excellent opportunity to develop a nationwide comprehensive database on SMEs, which would bridge information gaps and lead to an increased
supply of finance to the SME sector
- Governments could initiate a drive on a national scale to train SMEs on efficient management of businesses with the assistance
of related experts. This would increase the viability of SMEs in the long run and make them more conducive for bank lending
- In assessing the potential and credit worthiness of SMEs, the government could work together with industry experts and rating agencies to create tailor-made credit scoring models for SME rating. Such ratings would allow the banks to promptly assess
the risks of the business and provide the necessary financing products with fast turnaround times without overlooking prudent
banking principles. This will enable Islamic banks to provide financing solutions for SMEs that are more suitable to their needs.
Such measures will also to an extent, address problems related to non-availability of authentic financial statements, business
plans, project feasibility studies and tax records.
• To address customers’ lack of awareness about Islamic finance-based SME propositions, Islamic banks can separately brand and
market Islamic finance solutions for SMEs. Additionally separate business units/divisions with specialized SME strategies could also
be formed
• Islamic banks could broaden product and service offerings and in doing so they could consider offering SMEs the equivalent of
conventional overdraft facilities (offered by conventional banks) and also consider providing fee-based services such as payroll
management, payments, collections, and trade finance solutions
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Numair Cassim is the Senior Manager of Internal Audit at Amana Bank PLC, Sri Lanka. He has extensive experience in the field of auditing most of which related to audits of banking
products processing as an Internal and External Auditor. Additionally, he
has also functioned as a Process Analyst for many banks. During his career,
Mr. Cassim has served banks both in Sri Lanka and UAE.

• A majority of SMEs do not have sufficient knowledge in finance and management including analytical skills relating to financial
modeling, future planning and forecasting as well as information on regulatory requirements that impact their functioning. This
knowledge scarcity prevents SMEs from becoming larger and more sustainable enterprises. Islamic banks could provide SMEs with
advisory services targeting previously mentioned knowledge gaps to aid and facilitate growth. However, this initiative is likely to
yield results only in the long term
• In order to address the shortage of employees’ knowledge on various Sharia-compliant products, Islamic financial institutions
need to incorporate focused practical based training programs into their training calendars
• Most Islamic financial institutions rely on traditional banking tools to identify and target viable SMEs. Islamic financial institutions
need to incorporate appropriate and innovative credit evaluation techniques such as behavioral scoring and intensive statistical
analysis and build stronger early warning systems as well as collections structures. These initiatives will enable Islamic banks to
target and manage SMEs better, reduce risk exposure and price products more effectively
• Several SMEs face difficulty in applying for credit facilities due to the volume of documentation required and the long approval
processes. Islamic banks must understand that the financial requirements of SMEs are urgent compared to those of large-scale corporate enterprises. As such, these institutions should take measures to streamline SME-related processes, ensure faster transaction
times and focus on building relationships with SMEs.

Conclusion
Most SMEs seek finance to meet their working capital requirements and rely largely on informal sources for funds. There are several
impediments for SMEs in having access to bank finance. Islamic banks while offering deposit products as well as financing products
to consumer and corporate segments, should also consider offering SMEs tailor-made banking solutions. In doing so, specific measures should be taken to attract ‘new to bank’ SME customers through faster and cheaper banking solutions. Initiatives that Islamic
financial institutions need to take to penetrate the SME sector are similar to what several conventional banks are already doing and
these include customizing their product offerings, investing in a well-trained workforce, streamlining processes and expanding their
presence in SME clusters.
Additionally, Islamic banks could also consider offering the SME sector fee-based services, such as payroll management and branchless banking and thereby seeking to become bankers of choice to the SMEs.
(This article is reposted from Islamic Finance News, volume 12 issue 10, published on March 11, 2015)
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Hassan Shaheen Wins West Asian Rugby 2015
Championship
Hassan Shaheen, Software Engineer II – CRM Team at Path Solutions won the West Asian Rugby
2015 Championship, as part of the Lebanese National Team, the Phoenix.
Lebanon won the West Asian Rugby Championship after defeating Iran in the final on 18th April
2015. The successful game was held in Fouad Chehab Stadium in Jounieh, Lebanon.
The Lebanese National Team showed strong performance defeating Jordan 71 - 3 before the final game
against Iran. During the final game, the Phoenix fought hard and were able to
surpass the Iranian team 27 - 8 to clinch the title.
Congratulations to our colleague Hassan Shaheen who fought hard with the
team to nail this achievement!

The CSM Team Wins Path Solutions’ Internal Football Tournament In Penalty Kicks!
This week we witnessed a wonderful game, probably one of the best matches played in this
football tournament, between CSM and QA/PS teams that ended 1 - 1 after 50 minutes of
amazing action and too many chances that fizzled out into nothing.
The last meeting between the two teams was a match played on March 23rd and won by the
QA-PS team 3 - 2.
All the teams showed passion for playing, fantastic team spirit and high levels of sportsmanship throughout the tournament that it was so difficult to determine who would be the winner. Teams who had hard luck in one game made their comeback in other games.
We would like to thank the organizers, the 40 players who
joined the games, the referees and last but not least all colleagues who have supported us.
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Meet

Path Solutions
Systems in the City Conference & Awards
London - UK
9 July 2015
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Global Ethical Finance Forum (GEFF 2015)
Edinburgh - Scotland
1 & 2 September 2015
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IFN Issuers Forum 2015
Dubai - UAE
13 September 2015
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The 5th Annual Middle East Banking Innovation Summit (MEBIS 2015)
Dubai - UAE
14 & 15 September 2015

You are kindly invited to visit our booth and meet our IT experts
to learn more about how our software solutions can benefit your business.
To book a meeting, please contact our Sales Representatives at salesteam@path-solutions.com
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